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Reporting with Microsoft Dynamics CRM
Microsoft Dynamics CRM offers almost unlimited capabilities for reporting and several methods by which
your data can be reported. The key options are:

Dashboards
Views and Advanced Finds
Excel Exports
Built-in Reports
Custom Reports
We will examine each of these with some samples.

Dashboards:
Dashboards are everyone’s favorite tools. They combine lists, charts, and Web information, pulling
information from all parts of CRM into one convenient spot. There are many built-in dashboards, and you
can create personal, team, or organization dashboards to show information relevant to a group or individual.
There is no limit to the number of dashboards that you can have in your system. Here are some examples:

Whether you want consolidated summaries for management, call lists for sales reps, or service management
reports, dashboards are a great way to keep up with what’s happening or needs to be done.

Views and Advanced Finds:
Views are permanent queries of a specified area in CRM showing fields that you specify.
An Advanced Find is a query created “on the fly” that you may use and discard or save as a personal view,
share with other specified CRM users, or convert to a system-wide permanent view.
Views and Advanced Finds may be simple one line requirements (All Accounts in Texas) or may have complex
requirements (All existing customers who spent more than $100,000 with us in 2015 and have centralized
corporate purchasing).
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Creating an Advanced Find or View:

Sample Advanced Find Results:

Sample View:
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Excel Exports:
Any View or Advanced Find may be exported to Excel as a static worksheet, a dynamic pivot table
(automatically updated with new data from CRM any time the pivot table is opened), or a dynamic
worksheet. Once exported, you may adjust the worksheet as you wish.
NOTE: Only users with appropriate security rights may export data to Excel.

Sample Excel Export before manipulation:

Built-in Reports:
There are 25 built-in reports providing information about accounts, activities, marketing campaign results,
lead sources, opportunities, sales activity and history, competitive successes, case management, and user
security profiles.
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Sample Built-in Case Summary Table:

Custom Reports:
When you need to manipulate your data further, Power Time will write custom reports to reflect
your data in almost any format. Here are a few samples:
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*************************************
Thank you for looking at a few examples of how data can be reported from Microsoft Dynamics
CRM. Call to learn more about how Microsoft Dynamics CRM can contribute to and measure your
success!
Best regards,
Susan Eckles
Director, CRM Services
713-995-8455 (O)
832-372-6948 (M)
susan@powertime.com
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